Presentation contents:

• What is Autism?
• What is Assistive Technology?
• Wearable Technologies
• Social Robot
• Solar Smart Cap
• Wearable IoT
• AR Smart Glasses
• Super Power glass
• Virtual Reality
• Proximity awareness
• Detection of Stereotypical Motor Movements
• Conclusion
Notes:
Our aim is to present some of the most advanced technologies developed so far for Autistic people. The filed of this study is very popular and numerous studies are already been done.

We start the presentation by explaining the meaning of Autism and assistive technologies and we explain the skills of interest.

We go further and name the different assistive technology categories.

After a brief list of technologies of interest we start explaining them one by one. We choose totally 8 technologies:

- Social Robot
- Solar Smart Cap
- Wearable IoT
- AR Smart Glasses
- Super Power glass
- Virtual Reality
- Proximity awareness
- Detection of Stereotypical Motor Movements

Later to have a better overall view, we list the technologies in a table.

The last part of the presentation we bring our conclusion.
At the end there is a list of our references:


